
DESIGN YOUR SPACE 
TilePlanner is the 3D interior design Web App 
that can be customized and integrated on 

your website.
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TilePlanner is an online configurator that allows anyone on your website 
to easily design their space using products from your catalog. No need to 
install any software or complete any training.

EXPAND YOUR DIGITAL OFFERING 
AND INCREASE YOUR WEB 
PRESENCE BY INTEGRATING 
TILEPLANNER.

DESIGN ROOMS WITH EASE USING 
INTEGRATED PRODUCT CATALOGS.

ANALYZE USAGE STATISTICS, GAIN 
INSIGHTS ON POPULAR PRODUCTS, 
AND GENERATE NEW LEADS 
DIRECTLY WITHIN THE PLATFORM.
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YOUR CLIENT AT THE CENTER
OF THE DESIGN PROCESS

Give your customers an easy-to-use online design tool 
that lets them design custom interior spaces and freely 
explore design solutions for their home. 

TilePlanner is a simple online design tool that can be 
integrated on your website, letting all your web visitors                                              
familiarize themselves with your products. A versatile 
tool, TilePlanner can be used as a platform for lead 
generation and to build your brand with potential clients. 
You can gather usage statistics and gain insights on 
popular products within the tool.
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FEATURES

Integrated on your website
Simple to use, no training necessary
HD product library 
High-quality real-time graphics 
Modular furniture configurator
Integration with TileInspector
Laying pattern selection
Change grout size and color
Project summary PDF
Share projects with DomuS3D
Detailed analytics and usage reports

Project

Name

Customer name

Description

Bathroom

Mr. Rossi

Notes

Typology

Bathroom

Layout

Sharing

Preview type

Confidential

Current view

Creation date

Modification date

New project Save

Tiles Furniture

PATTERNS

Search

Undo Redo Print

Clear all

Tiles

Filter

Your projects Your account Logout English
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INTEGRATED ON 
YOUR WEBSITE

TilePlanner can be integrated on your company website 
and is accessible from any browser on any device, no 
installation necessary.

Two types of integration available:
• TOP’N GO Integration: quickest and easiest type of 

integration which creates a dedicated TilePlanner web 
page hosted by Maticad, customized and branded for 
your company.

• TOTAL Integration: more flexible option with possibility 
to customize user interface of the tool. Product 
database and analytics available on company website. 
This type of integration allows for connection to 
e-commerce platform.
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EASY TO USE: 
NO TRAINING NECESSARY

TilePlanner is an extremely simple design tool with 
dedicated features that let users build simple, yet 
complete, rooms.

With intuitive commands, there is no training necessary 
to learn to use the tool; simply watch a short video 
tutorial to learn how to navigate the user interface and 
complete a project on your own.
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HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT 
LIBRARY

The product library available in TilePlanner is curated to the 
smallest detail to guarantee the highest level of realism 
possible for your 3D projects.

The photorealistic effects in TilePlanner are achieved 
through a comprehensive mapping process, enhancing the 
surface finish and material properties of each product.
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Thanks to the care and quality of materials, along with 
a powerful graphics engine, TilePlanner lets users obtain                              
photorealistic results in real-time.

HIGH-QUALITY GRAPHICS
IN REAL-TIME
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MODULAR FURNITURE

TilePlanner is a complete tool able to host modular 
furnishing elements and parametric 3D items, such as 
vanities, kitchens, and shower enclosures in its product 
catalog.
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TILEINSPECTOR
INTEGRATION

TilePlanner can integrate an optional online module, 
TileInspector, through which users can visualize a 
detailed high-quality 3D digital recreation of the selected 
product.

With TileInspector, users are able to explore every detail 
of a product, examining its material properties while 
getting a better understanding of the almost tangible 3D 
size of the tile.

OPEN TILEINSPECTOR
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AVAILBLE LAYING 
PATTERNS

Among the optimized features offered in TilePlanner 
is the ability to select from a wide range of automatic 
laying patterns, which let you quickly simulate intricate 
professional installations in just one click.

Tiles Furniture

TILES

Patterns

Clear all

Search

Filter

Staggered 1

Staggered 3

Staggered 2

Staggered 4
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CHANGE GROUT SIZE
AND COLOR

TilePlanner automatically matches an optimized default 
grout size and color with each individual product 
inserted into a project, but users always have the ability 
to change grout size and color for a custom choice.

Pattern

Strip height

Rotation

Grout size

Grout color

Change

Positioning

Hex Red Green Blue Alpha

Cancel
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Once a project has been completed, users can generate a project 
summary containing the final room scene and the details of the 
material applied to the scene. Save it and share it as a PDF or 
simply print it out.

PROJECT SUMMARY 
PDF
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SHARE PROJECTS 
WITH DOMUS3D

TilePlanner includes the ability to share projects with the 
professional interior design software DomuS3D.

Opening a TilePlanner project in DomuS3D gives users 
the ability to complete the project with a professional 
tool, adjusting architectural and design elements of the 
room, and refining aesthetic details, as well. Users can 
render room scenes using the V-Ray rendering engine, 
integrated in DomuS3D, to obtain photorealistic images.
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Companies that integrate TilePlanner on their website 
have the possibility to receive detailed analytics reports 
on users  accessing the program and their activity 
such as number of projects, number of logins, and user 
information gathered during registration.

ANALYTICS



SUCCESS STORIES
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